
WHAT MOST DOCTORS DO NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW

This is the hottest program ever devised for making ordinary people Cash Millionaires! It's

easy because there is only one page to photocopy. It's cheat-proof because you have to pay for
the reprort before you can sell it. It generates HUGE CASH PROFITS, and there is no limit to
what you can earn! It gets greatresponse because everyone would like to know the information
contained in the report, "What Most Doctors Do Not Want You To Know."

THIS ONE WORKS!

This report will explain what most doctors do not want you to know: How to maintain good

health, and the number one disease fighter. This is information you need to know for yourself
and your family, preventing illness that shortens life.

HOW TO GET THE REPORT AND EARN $$$$$$

l. Send $20 Cash and a self-addressed, stamped envelope with a note, "Please send me the

report, "What Most Doctors Do Not Want You To Know" to the person below whose zip code

number ends with an odd or even number same as yours. Send to 'rodd" if your zip code ends

with an odd number, to "Even" if your zip code ends with an even number.

2. When you receive the report, read it for your own information. Be prepared to make

thousands of copies when you receive cash orders. Mail copies of the report the same day you
receive cash orders.

3. To receive cash orders, remove the person's name whose zip code corresponds to yours by
placing a strip of paper over it with your name and address imprinted. DO NOT CO\IER
THE WORDS I'ODD" OR "EVEN." Make 200-500 copies of this letter. The more, the
better for you.

Follow the instruction EXACTLY and hundreds of people will be sending you $20 bills
forever. That can make you a millionaire without ever leaving your home or making contact
with people. It's perfectly legal because you are offering the report for a small fee. You must

send the report to everyone who orders from you.

You will need a good Opportunity Seekers' Mailing List. It must contain only the most
current names and addresses. An excellent source will be included with the report you receive.

Average cost for the list is $35 for 500 names. While you are waiting for the report, get your
envelopes stuffed, stamped, and sealed. Use First Class Postage.

ARE YOU READY?

AMAZING is the only word to describe what will happen next. Your letters will spread across

the continent. Each level mails'letters to another 100, and that to another. Thousands msre will
be sending you $20 for the report and the opportunity to participate in this program. The $20

bills will come to you indefinitely!

JULIE WEGSCHEID
84767 County Road 22

Hector, MN 55342
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James J. Jones
P.O.Box 1831

Philadelphia, PA 19f05
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